
Chapter 49:My Genes Evolve

Infinitely

MOONSTONE SPIRIT DEW, ELITE TRIAL

Stepping into Shimen, the edge of the land appeared on a piece of gray rocky ground.

At the same time, there is a vast sound in the sky.

"Tester XI9201, welcome. The trial of Shiman Tower is about to begin. You have 30
seconds to prepare."

The Tower of Stoneman?

Is this the name of this gray stone pagoda?

I heard that many of the ruins of the Origin are left by civilizations that have been
destroyed, maybe this is also left by which civilization?

Lu Yuan looked around curiously.

He found that the situation here is similar to the outside, there is nothing but the rocky

land.

Thirty seconds passed quickly.

"The trial begins! Current level: 1"

As the sound appeared, the gray rock in front of Lu Yuan suddenly condensed and turned

into a gray stone man about 1.8 meters tall.

is a bit like Xiaoshiren, but it looks a lot more delicate than Xiaoshiren, and even has his

own face.

Lu Yuan clenched the epee tightly, watching the gray stone man vigilantly.

He didn't know much about the trial, and he didn't know the strength of the stone man in

front of him, so he naturally treated it with the most stable attitude.

After the gray stone man appeared, he roared and rushed towards Luyuan.
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The weight of the gray stone man was not light, and his feet stepped on the rocky ground,
making a dull sound.

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows.

Very slow.

The gray stone man rushed to Lu Yuan, clenched his fists, and waved towards Lu Yuan.

Hu! !

With strong wind, his fist hit Lu Yuan's face.

The strength is about the same as that of a little stone man with a tempering degree of
10%.

Lu Yuan moved a step sideways, and the epee cut across the air and slashed on the gray

stone man's neck.

锵!

Click!

The heavy sword fell, cracks appeared in the gray rock, and then the entire gray stone

man's neck shattered.

As the head of the stone man fell, his body also collapsed.

"Pass the level 1 trial and get a reward: 1 drop of Moonstone Spirit Dew."

The body of the gray stone man dissipated, and there was a drop of white liquid floating

in the air with a hint of silver light.

Lu Yuan stretched out his hand to catch Yueshi Linglu.

He discovered that the spirit dew was condensed into a ball, as if it was wrapped in a

transparent sugar coating.

Lu Yuan's mind also showed the information of the place of origin for the first time.

Moonstone Linglu is a cultivation resource. Compared with Lingjing, the spiritual power
contained in Moonstone Linglu is more gentle and easier to absorb.



If the spirit crystal absorbs too much at one time, the gene chain will collapse.

Moonstone Linglu will also have it, but it needs much more than Lingjing.

Furthermore, Moonstone Linglu can nourish the body and heal injuries. If used in large

quantities, it can enhance the body's defenses.

Lu Yuan's eyes lit up when he saw Yueshi Linglu's first function.

You know, he absorbs spirit crystals extremely fast.

If he is allowed unlimited absorption, he can increase to 100% temperament in a very

short time, and then start to break the genetic lock.

However, the endurance of the gene chain prevented him from doing this.

Didn't expect that there will be this kind of Moonstone Linglu that can absorb a lot and

refine the genetic chain? !

If there is a lot of Moonstone Linglu, he can break through in the shortest time!

Lu Yuan took this drop of Moonstone Linglu as soon as possible.

In the information given by the place of origin, the way to use Moonstone Linglu is to take

it directly.

After taking Yueshi Linglu, it suddenly turned into strands of gentle energy and blended

into Lu Yuan's body.

Lu Yuan can also feel that his genetic chain is rapidly tempering.

Unfortunately, the spiritual power contained in Moonstone Linglu is similar to that of a

spiritual crystal, and Lu Yuan still doesn't have any special feelings.

"Trialer XI9201, is it a level 2 trial? If you refuse, you will leave the Shiman Tower."

"accept!"

Lu Yuan's eyes are shining, and now he needs a lot of Moonstone Spirit Dew to improve

his cultivation!

can you not accept it?



"The trial begins! Current level: 2"

On the gray ground, the gray stone men reappeared, but this time there were 10 full ones.

After 10 gray stone men appeared, they rushed towards Lu Yuan again with a low growl.

Lu Yuan also rushed up with the heavy sword in his hand.

The strength of the gray stone man is not strong, and it is even difficult to break Lu Yuan's
defense. For Lu Yuan, the difficulty of this trial is very low.

Soon, Lu Yuan killed 10 gray stone men.

This time, Lu Yuan received 10 drops of Moonstone Spirit Dew.

He absorbed Moonstone Linglu for the first time.

The stronger the strength, the higher the level of trials that can be overcome, and the

greater the harvest.

For others, it is necessary to find a quiet place outside to absorb Moonstone Linglu.

But this thing is gentler and better absorbed than the spiritual power of the spirit crystal.
For Lu Yuan, it can naturally be absorbed directly on the spot.

Absorbed the Moonstone Spirit Dew, Lu Yuan opened the third level trial.

This time, there are 100 gray stone men.

A large number of gray and white stone people are densely packed, rushing to the edge of
the land together, and even feel like a thousand troops charging.

Even if the more powerful genetic warriors stand in front of them, they will feel numb on

their scalp.

Lu Yuan showed a smile.

His defenses are strong, so there is no need to worry about safety.

As long as his spiritual power can maintain combat skills, no matter how many gray stone

men of this level, it is difficult to cause any threat to him.

With spiritual power, will Lu Yuan lack it?



He now has a lot of spiritual crystals in the war pattern space, and he will not lack

spiritual power at all!

It took a while, Lu Yuan killed 100 gray stone men and harvested 100 drops of

Moonstone Spirit Dew.

Lu Yuan quickly absorbed all the 100 drops of Moonstone Linglu. At this time, he could
finally feel the difference between Moonstone Linglu and Lingjing.

If it was changed to a spirit crystal, it would absorb 100 continuously, with his current

tempering degree, it would have been a little swollen.

But absorbing the moonstone spirit dew, but there is no feeling at all!

Lu Yuan's smile became brighter.

"Not enough! Not enough, more, more!"

"It was detected that Trial XI9201 passed the level 3 trial and obtained the qualification

to activate the elite trial. Will it be activated?"

Lu Yuan was taken aback.

The fourth trial is different?

Elite Trial?

should be somewhat different from the current trial?

What should be better?

But I just don’t know if I will continue to get Moonstone Spirit Dew.

Continue according to this ordinary trial, and there will be about 1,000 gray stone men

next?

That is 1,000 drops of Moonstone Linglu, which is quite a lot.

Even if the tempering degree is higher, the spiritual power needed to continue tempering

will increase, and 1000 drops of Moonstone Spirit Dew can also improve his cultivation.

And it's not dangerous yet.



is a very safe way for Lu Yuan to improve.

If there is no Moonstone Linglu in the elite trial, then his idea of   quickly improving

his cultivation will be shattered.

Maybe the elite trial is still fatal, so if he dies, he will have to leave the land of origin, and
the harvest this time will be lost.

Of course, the Elite Trial is also likely to have Moonstone Spirit Dew, and there are even

more and better treasures.

Lu Yuan was a bit tangled for a while.

He struggled, and the voice in the sky reminded Lu Yuan to make a choice again.

Lu Yuan took a deep breath:

"Turn on."

Compared to being safe, Lu Yuan still plans to fight for it.

is the same as the treasure chest encountered in Grey Stone Forest.

Bo Yibo only knew if it would work.

People, don't force yourself, you never know how good you are.

"Drip!"

There was a scream in the sky: "Trialer XI9201, start the elite trial!"

…………

At the same time, in the relic space outside the Shiman Tower.

At this moment, many genetic warriors in the relic space have already withdrawn from

the trial.

For the average genetic warrior, 10 gray stone men may be able to deal with it.

But the difficulty of 100 gray stone men is too high.



The one who can kill 100 gray and white stone men is definitely a strong one who can be

mixed with wind and water in the underground palace, and the degree of tempering is

less than 60%.

A white light flashed, and Zhuo Ming appeared in front of the Shiman Tower.

Zhuo Ming’s teammate, the blond youth came over, and he whispered:

"Zhuo Ming! Are you out alive? How is it? How many levels passed?"

Zhuo Ming looked around, and smiled and replied in a low voice: "2."

The blond young man's eyes lit up, and he smiled and said, "Yes! 11 drops of Moonstone

Linglu."

"10 drops. I used one drop during the level 2 trial. I found that it worked really well! The
healing effect is stronger than ordinary healing potions, and it can speed up the recovery

of spiritual power. If it weren't for 1 drop~www. mtlnovel.com~ I’m a little harder to

get past level 2."

The blond young man grinned: "Me too. This Moonstone Linglu is a combination of

healing potions and spiritual power potions, which is 10 more lives for us! It is indeed a

relic, there is such a good thing, it is too worth it. "

"That's not it!" Zhuo Ming was full of excitement.

Then he sighed again: "Hey...Unfortunately, if my strength is stronger, if I can pass the

level 3 trial, there will be 100 drops!"

He was jealous as he said.

The blond young man looked around and said: "Brother Yuan will definitely be able to

pass level 3! I just don't know if the captain will do it."

"Brother Yuan must be okay! His strength is too strong! Captain...I think there is hope.
The gray stone man is about the same as the little stone man. Although it is a bit difficult

to hit 100 with the strength of the captain, plus the moonstone spirit dew, There is still
hope to win."

Just as the two were talking, a vast voice sounded inside the ruins space.

"Trialer XI9201, start the elite trial!"



Everyone who was discussing this harvest in a low voice was silent, and looked at the

Shiman Tower with wide eyes, with a look of surprise.

"Elite Trial?! There is such a trial?"

Zhuo Ming said in surprise.

The blond youth was also a little shocked: "After the second level trial, it is the third level.
Is this elite trial more difficult than the third level?!"

"Which one should it be? It is definitely not an ordinary person who has passed the level

3 trial so quickly and has the confidence to start the elite trial."

Zhuo Ming's words made the blond young man nodded.

Both of them look longing.

If they were so strong, how good would it be?

I don’t know how much we can gain!
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